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Graphene oxide (GO), the functionalized graphene with
oxygen-containing substance gatherings, has as of late pulled in
resurgent interests on account of its boss properties, for
example, enormous surface territory, mechanical steadiness,
tunable electrical and optical properties. Besides, the surface
utilitarian gatherings of hydroxyl, epoxy and carboxyl make
GO a superb up-and-comer in planning with different materials
or atoms. Inferable from the extended auxiliary decent variety
and improved generally speaking properties, GO and its
composites hold incredible guarantee for flexible utilizations of
vitality stockpiling/transformation and condition assurance,
including hydrogen stockpiling materials, photo catalyst for
water parting, evacuation of air toxins and water sanitization,
just as cathode materials for different lithium batteries and
supercapacitors. In this survey, we present a review on the
present victories, just as the difficulties, of the GO-based
materials for vitality and natural applications.
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Introduction
As the global concerns in the development of human
civilization, the scientific and technological issues of energy
utilization and environment protection are currently facing
challenges. Nowadays, enormous energy demands of the world
are mainly met by the nonrenewable and environmental
unfriendly fossil fuels. To replace the conventional energy
platform, pursuit of the renewable and clean energy sources and
carriers, including hydrogen storage, lithium batteries, and
supercapacitors, has become extremely urgent. Additionally,
long-term industrial and agricultural activities induce serious
environmental pollution (such as greenhouse and toxic gases,
heavy metal ions and organic species) in air and water to
deteriorate the ecological balance and the daily human health.
GO is a monolayer of graphite oxide, which can be obtained by
exfoliating graphite oxide into layered sheets through
sonicating or mechanical stirring. The graphene-based lattice
and existence of various oxygen-containing groups (mainly
epoxy and hydroxyl groups) enable GO abundant fascinating
properties. First, the functional groups on GO surface act as
effective anchoring sites to immobilize various active species.
Furthermore, GO possesses tunable electronic properties.
Typically, GO is insulating due to the large portion of sp3
hybridized carbon atoms bonded with the oxygen-containing
groups, which results in a sheet resistance of ~1012 Ω sq−1 or
higher.

However, after reduction, the sheet resistance of reduced GO
(namely, RGO) can be degraded by several orders of
magnitude, hence transforming the material into a
semiconductor or even into a graphene-like semimetal. It has
been demonstrated that band gap of GO can be tailored by
controlling coverage, arrangement, and relative ratio of the
epoxy and hydroxyl groups.
Besides, GO also displays excellent optical and mechanical
properties for a wide landscape of applications. The optical
transmittance of GO films can be continuously tuned by
varying the film thickness or the extent of reduction. Generally,
a suspension of GO films in water is dark brown to light
yellow, depending on the concentration, whereas that of
reduced graphene oxide (RGO) thin films (with a thickness less
than 30 nm) is semitransparent. The optical absorption of GO is
dominated by the π–π⁎ transitions, which typically give rise to
an absorption peak between 225 and 275 nm (4.5–5.5 eV).
During reduction, the strength of optical absorption increases
while the plasmon peak shifts to ~270 nm, reflecting an
increased π-electron concentration and structural ordering.
Usually, the mechanical properties of GO rely on the details of
sample, such as the oxidation degree (especially coverage of the
epoxy and hydroxyl groups) and thickness. The reported
Young’s modulus and intrinsic strength of GO sheets show a
wide range of distributions of 6–42 GPa and 76–293 MPa,
respectively. More details about the fundamental physical
properties of GO can be found in a recent book and a review
article.
Despite the aforementioned fascinating properties, there are still
some drawbacks of GO for practical applications. The
combination of structural defects, poor dispersion, restacking
and multilayer thickness can affect the electrical properties and
high surface area of GO materials. The insulating nature of
regular GO also limits its applications in electronic devices and
energy storage. Furthermore, the residual defects and holes
degrade the electronic quality of RGO. Fortunately, the
oxygenated groups can largely expand the structural/chemical
diversity of GO by further chemical modification or
functionalization, which offer an effective way to tailor the
physical and chemical properties of GO to expected extents. As
a consequence, GO and GO-based composites have shown
great potentials in the applications of energy storage/conversion
and environment protection. Figure 1 shows the numbers of
journal publications searched by ISI with some relevant
keywords. One can see that there have been tremendous efforts
in developing GO-based materials for various kinds of Li
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batteries and supercapacitors, whereas there are also certain
activities on hydrogen generation/storage as well as purification
of water and air by using GO-based materials. This review aims
to highlight the recent progresses on the energy and
environmental applications of GO/RGO-based materials and
their composites.the take-up of littler NPs.

One of the methodologies is to conjugate NPs with a peptide
succession containing integrin-restricting area, RGD (Yang et
al. 2014). GNPs of distance across 10 nm was chosen for this
examination, since their potential in a genuine tumor like
condition is more prominent (Perrault et al. 2009).
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